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ABSTRACT

Government accountability is important for more rational and effective functioning of authorities and societies. The actual assessment of government performance in the present complex and diverse socio-economic realities is not possible without qualitative and quantitative analyses. Additionally, new approaches and methods in synchronization with ICTs, computer simulations, and modeling enable the improvisation of execution of the governments. This chapter advocates that multicriterial and multilevel assessment of governments should be enriched by recognition and analyses of contexts in which they act. Government characteristics and the present contexts are diverse and their responses to new challenges are limited and differentiated.
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INTRODUCTION

Goal setting, choices, strategy building, policy planning, and implementation activities – all need decision-making and are realms of government (broadly understood). All types of government decisions, actions, and activities can be evaluated by government itself to monitor, analyze performance, assess effectiveness and elaborate future visions. Various data, indicators, formal models, calculations and computer simulations are necessary for successful and effective functioning. However, focusing on self-assessment is *de facto* an internal issue, may be biased in many ways, and can be manipulated and used in political games. To assess whether a government really contributes to the realization of a *good governance* vision requires critical external evaluation – by scientists, citizens, NGOs, business people, international institutions and organizations, etc. External reference points can help to modify and ameliorate not only government performance, but all its activities. Various sophisticated methods and models, also quantitative, are needed to this end. Nowadays it is evident that governments and their multiple activities and responsibilities are embedded in new contexts, new processes which should be identified, recognized, analyzed with a help of new thinking, new approaches and methods. Good governance should be based on a positive feedback of internal self-assessment and external evaluations.

Measuring, quantifying and evaluating of governmental performance seem extremely difficult in complex socio-economic realities of the present time. Not all government activities can be presented in a form of variables and numbers. Moreover, effective governance depends on many factors and contexts. Their complexity and diversity make solely statistical (mathematical) methods helpful but not sufficient. These methods can be applied both to policy decision-making and to public assessment of government performance. In both cases, their narrative requires qualitative, interpretative, evaluative data, methods and applications. Purely “technical” use of them may be too primitive and excluding comparative studies. And one more skeptical warning: politics is – at all levels – a kind of art, so it is to a great extent subjective, sometimes even personal, sometimes idealistic or just stupid, often imposed by situations and external forces, not rarely deliberately fuzzy or not practically feasible, often referred to distant visions, ideologies, religion, national mythology, etc. So its analysis, measurement, and evaluation are extremely hard task.
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